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AbstractHamlet ellipsis (see Parsons 1997) is a propositionalist account of depiction
reports (e.g.Mary imagines/paints a unicorn) that analyzes the object DPs in these
reports as the result of eliding the infinitive to be (there) from a CP. Hamlet ellipsis
has been praised for its uniformity and systematicity, and for its ability to explain
the learnability of the meaning of depiction verbs (e.g. imagine, paint). These mer-
its notwithstanding, recent work on ‘objectual’ attitude reports (esp. Forbes 2006;
Zimmermann 2016) has identified a number of challenges for Hamlet ellipsis. These
include the material inadequacy of this account, its prediction of unattested readings
of reports with temporal modifiers, and its prediction of counterintuitive entailments.
This paper presents a semantic save for Hamlet ellipsis, called Hamlet semantics,
that answers the above challenges. Hamlet semantics denies the elliptical nature of
the complement in depiction reports (s.t. object DPs are interpreted in the classical
type of DPs, i.e. as intensional generalized quantifiers). The propositional interpre-
tation of the object DPs in these reports is enabled by the particular interpretation of
depiction verbs. This interpretation converts intensional quantifiers into ‘existential’
propositions during semantic composition.

1 Introduction

Hamlet ellipsis (see [47, pp. 375–376]; cf. [17, pp. 63–64], [65, pp. 432–435]) is
a propositionalist account of depiction reports12 (e.g. (1a), (3a)) that analyzes the
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1 These are reports that contain depiction verbs like paint, imagine, conceive, visualize, portray,
sculpt, write (about), and draw (see [17, pp. 37, 130–150], [32, p. 232], [42, p. 242], [65, p. 427]).
2 In this paper, we focus on de dicto-readings of depiction reports. These are readings on which the
object DPs in these reports describe the content of pictures, mental images, etc. (see [65]; cf. [6]).
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object DPs in these reports (e.g. the DP a unicorn in (1a)) as the result of eliding the
infinitive to be (or to be there) from a clausal complement (for (1a): from the CP a
unicorn to be;3 see (1b/c)). On this account, ‘objectual’ depiction reports like (1a)
have a similar form to ‘propositional’ depiction reports (see (2)).

(1) a. Mary imagined [dpa unicorn].
≡ b. Mary imagined [cp[dpa unicorn] to BE (there)/ to EXIST].(
≡ c. Mary imagined [cpthere to BE [dpa unicorn]].

)
(2) Mary imagined [cpthat there was [dpa unicorn]].

(3) a. Penny painted [dpa penguin].
≡ b. Penny painted [cp[dpa penguin] to BE (there)].(
≡ c. Penny painted [cpthere to BE [dpa penguin]].

)
Hamlet ellipsis differs from other propositionalist accounts of objectual attitude

reports (e.g. [51, 44, 32]) by requiring neither the lexical decomposition of the
matrix verb (e.g. (4)–(6); see [51, pp. 177–178, 183–185], [44, pp. 166–168]) nor the
introduction of a contextually supplied relation between the matrix subject and the
object DP (e.g. (7)–(8); see [55, pp. 271–274]).

(4) a. Sally seeks [dpa unicorn].
≡ b. Sally tries (/strives/endeavors) [cpto FIND [dpa unicorn]].
≡ c. Sally tries (/strives/endeavors) [cpthat she FINDS [dpa unicorn]].

(5) a. Olli owes Harry [dpa horse].
≡ b. Olli is obliged [cpto GIVE / c. that he GIVES Harry [dpa horse]].

(6) a. Willard wants [dpa sloop].
≡ b. Willard wants (/wishes) [cpto HAVE / c. that he HAS [dpa sloop]].

(7) a. John needs [dpa coffee].
≡ b. John needs [cpto DRINK [dpa coffee]].

(8) a. John needs [dpa marathon].
≡ b. John needs [cpto RUN [dpa marathon]].

3 Note that, while depiction reports like (1b) may be “bad English” (to use Quine’s term, see [51,
p. 152]), they are still grammatical. To see this, consider the similarly structured report (†):

(†) Mary imagined [cp[dpa unicorn] to be basking in the sun].

(‡) Mary imagined [cpthere being [dpa unicorn]].

The above notwithstanding, we find that reports with gerundive small clause complements like (‡)
are more natural and intuitively provide better paraphrases of reports like (1a). We will present a
likely reason for this judgement in Sect. 3.1.
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Since it uses the same verb (i.e. be) in the infinitival clause-analysis of depiction
reports with different matrix verbs (see (1), (3)), Hamlet ellipsis provides a system-
atic, uniform account of depiction reports and explains the easy learnability of the
meaning of the matrix verbs in these reports (see [47, pp. 374–375]).

2 Challenges for Hamlet Ellipsis

Its advantages notwithstanding, Hamlet ellipsis has been argued to face a number of
challenges. These challenges are identified below:

2.1 Challenge 1: unattested readings

Forbes [17, p. 63] has observed that Hamlet ellipsis wrongly predicts the ambiguity
of (9) between (10a) and (10b). This prediction is based on the ability of temporal
adverbials like yesterday to modify either the matrix verb in a sentence (in (10): the
verb imagine; see (10a)) or the implicit predicate in the verb’s complement (in (10):
the predicate be; see (10b)) (cf. [39, 27, 52, 32]).

(9) Mary imagined [dpa unicorn] yesterday.
(10) Mary imagined [cp[dpa unicorn] to be] yesterday.

a. Mary’s imagining of a unicorn occurred yesterday
b. Mary imagined the existence yesterday of a unicorn (see [17, p. 63])
≡ Mary imagined yesterday’s existence of a unicorn (my paraphrase)

In virtue of the above, depiction reports like (9) are predicted to behave analogous-
ly to control constructions with temporal modifiers (e.g. (11)). Such constructions
are ambiguous between high-scope readings (here: (11a)) and low-scope readings of
the modifier (here: (11b)).

(11) Bill will need [dpa laptop] tomorrow.
≡ Bill will need [cpFOR [tpPRO to HAVE [dpa laptop]]] tomorrow.

a. Tomorrow is the time of Bill’s need /when Bill’s need will arise
b. Tomorrow is the time when Bill needs to have the laptop

However, in contrast to control constructions, the modifier low-scope reading of (10),
i.e. (10b), is unattested and intuitively unavailable for (9).

Beyond the above, Forbes [17, p. 63] has noted that Hamlet ellipsis fails to predict
the (seeming) ambiguity of (9) between (10a) and (12):

(12) Mary imagined a unicorn as one would have been yesterday
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According to Forbes, the above is a reading onwhich the temporal adverbial yesterday
modifies the DP a unicorn, rather than the elided predicate that is introduced by this
DP. We will discuss potential support for this reading in Section 5.5.

2.2 Challenge 2: material inadequacy

Forbes [17, pp. 62–63] (see [65, p. 434]) has further observed that Hamlet ellipsis
gives counterintuitive truth-conditions for depiction reports. On Forbes’ reconstruc-
tion of Parsons’ account, this account interprets the elided infinitive in (1a) at the
depicting situation, i (in which the imagining takes place), such that (1a) is analyzed
as (13a). However, it is obviously possible to imagine non-existent (incl. physically
and logically impossible) objects without thereby suggesting – or bringing about –
the objects’ existence in i. As a result, (1a) is intuitively not equivalent to (13a), but
to (13b):4

(13) a. Mary imagined-in-i [cp[dpa unicorn] to be-in-i].
b. Mary imagined-in-i [cp[dpa unicorn] to be-in-the situation that she imag-

ines in i / to be-in-her mental image in i ].

Forbes’ reconstruction of (1b) as (13a) also has problematic consequences for
the interpretation of negation (see [17, pp. 62–63]): Hamlet ellipsis predicts that the
negation of (1a), i.e. (14a), is equivalent to the negation, i.e. (14b), of (1b). However,
if we interpret the clausal complement of imagine with respect to i (see (14b-i);
cf. (13a)), (1a) (taken as an objectual attitude) is still compatible with (14b). This is
evidenced by Forbes’ [17, p. 63] observation that “there could be a drawing entitled
‘Mary imagining a unicorn’ in which it is clear that the depicted unicorn is supposed
to be a figment of Mary’s imagination.”

(14) a. Mary did not imagine [dpa unicorn].
. b. Mary did not imagine [cp [dpa unicorn] to be (there)].

i. Mary did not imagine-in-i [cp[dpa unicorn] to be-in-i].
ii. Mary did not imagine-in-i [cp[dpa unicorn] to be-in-the situation that

she imagines in i ].

4 Notably, (13a) violates Percus’ Generalization X (see [48, p. 201]). This rule demands that the
world/situation variable that a verb selects for must be coindexed with the nearest lambda abstractor
above it (in Forbes’ example: with the lambda abstractor that is associated with imagine). On Percus’
account, the de dicto-reading of (1b) is analyzed as (∗), where w0 and w1 range over situations:

(∗) λw0 [Mary imagined-in-w0 [λw1 [a unicorn-in-w1 exists-in-w1]]]
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2.3 Challenge 3: concealed iterated attitudes

One could try to defend Hamlet ellipsis against the above challenge by interpreting
the infinitive to bewith respect to the (depicted or imagined) situation that is the target
of the subject’s attitude in the situation i (see (13b)). However, this interpretation still
provides an inadequate semantics for concealed iterated attitude reports like (15a).
The object DP in this report describes the content of FerdinandBol’s painting Jacob’s
Dream (1642) (see [65, p. 434]; cf. [17, p. 63]). This painting shows Jacob sleeping
with a large angel towering above him.

(15) a. Ferdinand painted [dpan angel].
. b. Ferdinand painted [cp[dpan angel] to be in the depicted situation].

c. Ferdinand painted [cp[dpan angel] to be in Jacob’s dream-world in the
depicted situation].

In virtue of the above, (15a) is true on its de dicto-reading. However, since the angel
in Bol’s picture is intended to be a figment of Jacob’s imagination – rather than an
inhabitant of Bol’s depicted situation in which Jacob is dreaming (see [65, p. 434]) –,
(15a) cannot be interpreted as (15b). Instead, it is intuitively interpreted as (15c).

2.4 Challenge 4: disabled inferences

Our discussion of the truth-conditions for (15a) suggests that this report is entailed
by (16a) (s.t. the inference in (16) is valid). However, the classical logical translations
of these reports (in (17b) resp. (17a); see [65, p. 434], cf. [45]) block this inference:5

(16) a. Ferdinand painted [cpJacob dreaming of [dpan angel]].
⇒ b. Ferdinand painted [dpan angel].

(17) a. painti
(
ferdinand, λ js. dreamj (jacob, λks (∃xe)[angelk (x)])

)
; b. painti

(
ferdinand, λ js (∃ye)[angelj (y)]

)
One could try to capture the above inference by taking the existential quantifier in
(17b) to range over non-existent objects (incl. dream-angels) and by adopting an
exportation principle (e.g. (18)) that allows dream-objects to inherit some of the
properties (here: the property of being an angel) from the contents of the dreams that
they occupy (see [65, pp. 434–435]):

(18) (∀ js)
[
dreamj (jacob, λk (∃x)[angelk (x)]) → (∃y)[angelj (y)]

]
However, it is not clear whether this strategy can be used in a systematic way (see
[65, p. 435]; cf. [16, p. 103 ff.]).

5 Below, types are given in superscript. Following standard convention, we let s be the type for indi-
ces (i.e. world/time-pairs) or for situations. e and t are the types for individuals and truth-values
or truth-combinations, respectively. Types of the form (αβ) (for short: αβ) are associated with
functions from objects of type α to objects of type β.
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2.5 Challenge 5: unwarranted inferences

Beyond the above, Zimmermann [65, pp. 435–436] has shown that Hamlet ellipsis
makes wrong predictions about the admissible entailments of depiction reports:
arguably, the existence of live unicorns necessitates the existence of pumping unicorn
hearts (s.t. all worlds that are inhabited by live unicorns contain (pumping) unicorn
hearts; see (19b)). However, (19c) does not intuitively follow from (19a):

(19) a. Mary imagined [a live unicorn (to be)].
b. (∀ j)

[
(∃x)[unicornj (x)]→ (∃y)[unicorn-heartj (y)]

]
; c. Mary imagined [a unicorn heart (to be)].

In particular, it is possible for Mary to imagine a live unicorn (e.g. a unicorn that
is cantering through a meadow; s.t. (19a) is true) without imagining a unicorn heart
(s.t. (19c) is false).

2.6 Objective

We propose to answer the above challenges by adopting a uniform variant of Quine’s
lexical decomposition-account of objectual attitude verbs (see (4)–(6)), dubbedHam-
let semantics. This semantics interprets all DP-taking occurrences of depiction verbs
V as ‘V [cpthere being [dp ] (in the subject’s V’ed situation)]’ (see (20b)) or, equiva-
lently, as ‘V [cp[dp ] to exist . . .]’ (see (20c)). In virtue of this interpretation, depiction
verbs uniformly denote relations to an existential proposition:

(20) a. Mary imagined [dpa unicorn].
≡ b. Mary imagined [thereBEING [dpa unicorn] (in her imagined situation)].
≡ c. Mary imagined [cp[dpa unicorn] to EXIST (in her imagined situation)].

In contrast to Parsons’ account, Hamlet semantics denies the elliptical nature of the
complement in depiction reports. In particular, this semantics analyzes the object
DPs in these reports asDPs (as opposed toCPs, as on Parsons’ account) and interprets
them in the classical type of DPs (i.e. as intensional generalized quantifiers; type
s((s(et))t)). The propositional interpretation of theseDPs is enabled by the particular
interpretation of depiction verbs. This interpretation converts intensional quantifiers
into propositions during semantic composition.6

The possibility of coding intensional quantifiers as propositions (see above) is en-
abled by the fact that the object DPs in de dicto-readings of depiction reports all deno-
te existential quantifiers7 (i.e. quantifiers of the form λ jsλPs(et) (∃x)[Bj (x)∧Pj (x)],

6 In virtue of this interpretation, Hamlet semantics differs from Moltmann’s [40] intensional quan-
tifier analysis of the complements of intensional transitive verbs.
7 We will see in Sect. 4.2 that – given certain constraints – this move still allows depiction verbs to
take non-existential quantified DPs in object position.
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where B is a non-logical constant of type s(et); see [62, pp. 160–164]) and by
the correspondence between existential quantifiers and existential propositions (i.e.
propositions of the form λ js (∃xe)[Bj (x)]). This correspondence is witnessed by the
function λQs((s(et))t)λ js (∃xe)[Q j (λksλye . x = y)] (see Sect. 4.2).

To answer Challenges 2–4, we take the propositional relata of depiction verbs to
be a particular kind of existential propositions, viz. existential situated propositions
(see [36, pp. 660–662]). The latter are existential propositions that are essentially
‘linked’ to a particular situation or set of situations (in a sense specified in Sect. 4.1).
Our use of existential situated propositions is motivated by the observation that
depiction reports typically have a ‘vivid’ (or experiential) reading on which their
complements describe a situation, event, or state (in (1a): Mary’s imagined situation;
see [59, 24]).

Below, we first give the motivation and background of Hamlet semantics (in Sect.
3). Following the detailed presentation of this semantics (in Sect. 4), we then show
that this semantics answers all of the above challenges (in Sect. 5).

3 Motivation and Background

We begin our presentation of the motivation and background of Hamlet semantics
by identifying empirical support for the vivid interpretation of the object DPs in
depiction reports:

3.1 Vivid Attitude Reports

The vivid reading of (1a)/(20b) (on which the complement (there being) a unicorn
describes a situation) is supported by the possibility of modifying the matrix verb
in this report through an ‘experiential’ modifier like vividly8 or in vivid/lifelike
detail (see (21); cf. [59, p. 156]), of combining the complement in this report with a
situation-related locative or temporal modifier (see (22); cf. [37, pp. 280, 287-294]),9
and of rephrasing an equivalent of the complement of this report (see (23a)) as an
embedded eventive how-complement (see (23); cf. [61, 53, 14]). The latter possibility
is corroborated by the observation that physical or mental images typically do not

8Arguably,modificationwith vividlyworks better for imagine than for paint (see (?a)). In particular,
the most natural interpretation of (?a) (in (?b)) treats vividly as a resultative predicative. I thank
an anonymous reviewer for SCI-LACompLing2018 for directing my attention to this issue.

(?) a. Penny vividly painted [dpa penguin].
b. Penny painted [dpa penguin] such that it comes across as vivid.

9Maienborn [37] uses these tests as a tool for detecting eventuality arguments. Given the similarities
between situations and events (see [31, Sect. 9]), it is not surprising that they double as a diagnostic
for situation arguments.
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represent isolated items of information (e.g. Kratzer-style facts), but informationally
richer objects (see [65, p. 433]).

(21) a. Mary vividly imagined [dpa unicorn].
b. Mary imagined [dpa unicorn] in vivid/lifelike detail.

(22) a. Mary imagined [(there being) a unicorn in the meadow].
b. Mary imagined [(there being) a unicorn yesterday]. (cf. (10b))

(23) a. Mary imagined [[dpa unicorn] cantering through a meadow].
b. Mary imagined [how [dpa unicorn] was cantering through a meadow].

Note that (1a) is only equivalent to (1b/c) and (20b), but not to (2). Note further
that, in contrast to reports with infinitival complements (e.g. (1b/c)), reports with
gerundive small clause complements (e.g. (20b)) only allow for a vivid reading (see
[59, p. 149]). We take this fact to explain why (20b) is intuitively judged to be a
better paraphrase of (1a) than (1b/c) (see fn. 3). We will discuss the relation between
(non-vivid) finite and vivid non-finite (infinitival or gerundive) clauses in Section 4.2.

3.2 Situations and Vivid Interpretation

Wehavementioned above that the complements of vivid readings of depiction reports
describe a situation.10 Notably – because of the physical constraints on perception,
documentation, and memory –, situations of this kind need not be informationally
total objects (see [12, p. 692]). This is illustrated by the situation that is denoted
by the object DP in (24). This DP describes (a part of) the content of Yekaterina
Zernova’s painting Collective Farmers Greeting a Tank (1937). This painting shows
a group of farmers and their families waving and raising bouquets of flowers to greet
an approaching tank.11

(24) Yekaterina painted [dpa tank].

While the visual scene that is depicted in Zernova’s painting is likely located in
the actual world (Zernova was a realist painter), some contextually or perceptually
non-salient facts (e.g. the fact that the tank has a (working) engine, or that the farmers
all have blood group zero) are not part of this situation. Specifically, even if the tank
has an engine in the depicted part of the real world, (25) will still be judged to be an
incorrect description of the content of Zernova’s painting.

(25) Yekaterina painted [dpthe engine of a tank].

10 For the purposes of this paper, we treat situations as non-decomposable primitives (following
[28, 29]). However, nothing hinges on this treatment.
11 see https://thewire.in/history/russian-revolution-catalysed-array-experi-
ments-art (accessed April 27, 2019).
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To adequately interpret reports like (24), we identify situations with information-
ally incomplete world-parts, analogous to Liefke and Werning’s [36] contextually
specified situations (see also [28, 29]). Such situations are obtained by identifying the
contextually or perceptually salient information about the relevant spatio-temporal
world-part (for (24): information about the particular time and location of the real
world, depicted by Zernova, in which farmers and their families are greeting a tank;
cf. [36, pp. 658–659]). This information includes information about the ‘inventory’
of the specified world-part (for Zernova’s painting: six people, one tank, five flower
bouquets, . . .) and information about the properties of the ‘items’ in this inventory
(e.g. two people are younger males greeting a/the tank, one is an elderly male holding
a flower bouquet).

Because of the informational nature of situations, the above-mentioned properties
need not be closed under classical modal entailment: for example, the co-existence
(in all standard contexts) of approaching tanks and tanks with a (working) engine
does not exclude the existence of situations that contain an approaching tank, but in
which this tank does not have an engine, or in which the existence of an engine is left
open. We will see in Section 5.4 that the informational incompleteness of situations
enables an easy answer to the challenge from unwarranted inferences (see Sect. 2.5).

However, even informationally incomplete world-parts are not (yet) quite suitable
for the interpretation of vivid depiction reports: in contrast to vision reports (whose
target situations are typically spatio-temporally located), the target situations of
depiction reports are often not anchored in a particular world or time (see [49, 50]).12
In particular, given the non-existence of unicorns in the actual world, it is likely that
the situation that is described by the object DP in (1a) is not part of (i.e. is not
anchored in) a particular world at a particular time. For example, in the described
imagining situation, Mary may only have imagined a certain set of properties of
some arbitrary unicorn, rather than a situation in a particular world/time in which a
certain unicorn exhibits said properties.

The non-anchoredness of situations is also illustrated by contexts in which the
cognitive agent is unable to identify a particular world or time that is characterized
by the content of the attitude complement. Such contexts are exemplified by a context
for (3a) in which Penny paints the Phillip Island penguin Pebbles standing at the
southernmost tip of Summerland Beach wearing an orange knitted sweater13, but in
which she does not have in mind – or does not remember – a specific time at which
Pebbles was wearing the sweater at that location. (Assume that Penny has watched
Pebbles and his sweater at Summerland Beach on multiple occasions).

To obtain non-anchored situations of the above kind, we represent situations by
sets of informationally incompleteworld-parts (type st). Anchored situations are then
represented by singletons that contain the relevant informationally incomplete world-

12 In this respect, our situations are distinct from Kratzer-style situations [28, 29] and Davidsonian
events [10], which are both “unrepeatable entities with a location in space and time” (see [33, p.
151]). For Kratzer-style situations, this is reflected in the stipulation that “every possible situation s
is related to a unique maximal element, which is the world of s” (see [29, p. 660, Condition º]).
13 see https://www.nzherald.co.nz/lifestyle/news/article.cfm?c_id=6&objectid=
11400740 (accessed April 27, 2019).
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part. Non-anchored situations are represented by sets of parts of different worlds that
share the relevant information (i.e. by sets of isomorphic (= qualitatively identical)
situations; see [29, p. 667], [15, p. 136]). For the above-described interpretation
of (3a), these are situations with different temporal anchors in which Pebbles is
standing at the southernmost tip of (real-world) Summerland Beach and is wearing
an orange knitted sweater. For a given interpretation of (1a), these are situations
with different worldly anchors that are inhabited by a/some unicorn that exemplifies
a certain particular set of properties (e.g. being white, having a long spiraling horn,
and cantering through a meadow).

In what follows, we will refer to the (possibly non-anchored) situations that are
described by the complements of depiction reports as internal situations (or as
imagined, or depicted, situations).14 The situation of evaluation, i, will be called the
external situation.

We close this section with a comparison between our non-anchored situations
and Kratzer-style propositional facts (see [29, pp. 667–669]). The latter are sets of
extensions, p := { j | f ≤ j}, of an actual fact f that are closed under persistence
and maximal similarity.15 Our characterization of non-anchored situations suggests
that these situations are close in spirit to propositional facts. Non-anchored situations
differ from propositional facts w.r.t. their informational richness and their cardinality.
In particular, since agents may stand in depiction relations to informationally rich
(i.e. non-minimal) situations, we allow that the members of non-anchored situations
share more information than the information that is encoded in a single fact. Because
of the particular nature of our application, we further do not require that our non-
anchored situations are closed under persistence.

Granted the extension ofKratzer’s frameworkwith non-minimal, non-persistence-
closed variants of propositional facts, the present proposal could alternatively be
rephrased in a thus-extended Kratzerian framework. However, since the required
objects are already available in Liefke andWerning’s ontology (see [36]) – and since
their account identifies the origins of informational partiality more carefully than
Kratzer’s account (see [29]) – we here adopt Liefke and Werning’s ontology.

4 Hamlet Semantics

With the above background in place, we are now ready to present our new semantics
for depiction reports. To facilitate the presentation of this semantics, we first give a
sentence-level semantics for such reports (in Sect. 4.1). To extend this semantics into
a fully compositional theory, we then specify the semantic contribution of depiction

14 Arguably, the term internal situation is ambiguous in iterated attitude reports like (55a) (i.e.
Ferdinand painted Jacob dreaming of an angel). In (55a), the situation that is denoted by the
deepest embedded complement (i.e. the situation denoted by an angel) is internal both w.r.t. the
inner verb (i.e. dream) and the outer verb (i.e. paint). The relativization of this situation to the attitude
verb (here: the replacement of internal situation by depicted situation) avoids this ambiguity.
15 It is closure under maximal similarity that effects the non-anchoredness of propositional facts.
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verbs (in Sect. 4.2) and compare the contribution of finite and non-finite clausal
complements of these verbs (in Sect. 4.3).

4.1 Sentence-Level Hamlet Semantics

Our proposed interpretation of (1a) is given in (26).16 There, fc (λ js∃xe. unicornj (x)
∧ Ej (x)) is the set of isomorphic situations whose facts Mary imagines in i (see
Sect. 3.2; cf. [36, pp. 664–665]). This set is identified by an event-dependent choice
function, f (see [23, pp. 367–369]). This function selects a subset of a given set
of situations λ js [. . .] in dependence on a parameter, c, for the described depiction
event (here, c := (ιe)[imaginei (e) ∧ agenti (e) = mary], where e is a variable
over events (type v) and imagine is a constant of type s(vt)).17 The dependence
of f on c is evidenced by the observation that different imagining events of Mary’s
(at different times) – and different imagining events of different agents at the same
time – typically have different contents. Below, E is a situation-relative existence
predicate.‘Ej (x)’ asserts that the individual/object x exists in the situation j. For the
behavior of E, the reader is referred to [34, p. 117 ff.].

(26) JMary imagines [dpa unicorn]Ki

= imaginei (mary, fc (λ js∃xe . unicornj (x) ∧ Ej (x)))

The above describes the obtaining of the imagining relation between Mary and the
(underlined) set of anchored situations that represent Mary’s imagined situation in i,
in which there is a unicorn. We will hereafter refer to sets of situations of the above
form as existential situated propositions. This name is motivated by the fact that the
members of such sets are restricted to members of the representation, fc (λ j . . . .),
of the internal situation (s.t. the proposition is situated w.r.t. this situation) and in
which there is a unicorn (s.t. the proposition is existential w.r.t. unicorns).

Note that, for the interpretation of depiction reports with definite and indefinite
DPs, we may waive the need for the conjunct Ej (x) in (26) (i.e. (26) is equivalent to

16 For reasons of simplicity, we hereafter neglect tense in the logical translation of our examples.
17 As a result of this event-dependence, the interpretation of (1a) uses two translations of imag-
ine, viz. as a situation-relative predicate of pairs of situations and individuals (i.e. imagine; type
s(s(et))) and as a situation-relative predicate of events (i.e. imagine; type s(vt)). One could
avoid this ‘dual translation’ by adopting instead the fully-fledged event-interpretation of (1a) (see
the Neo-Davidsonian version in (•a) [7, 46] and the original Davidsonian version in (•b) [10]). (I
thank an anonymous referee for SCI-LACompLing2018 for suggesting the interpretation in (•a).)

(•) a. ∃e [imaginei (e) ∧ agenti (e) = mary∧
themei (e) = fe (λj ∃x.unicorn j (x) ∧ Ej (x))]

b. ∃e [imagine′i (e, mary, fe (λj ∃x.unicorn j (x) ∧ Ej (x)))]

Since the interpretation in (26) is closer in spirit to established semantics for depiction reports (e.g.
[62, 63]), we here adopt this interpretation. Readers who prefer the above event-interpretation are
free to adopt this interpretation instead. For a compositional implementation of Neo-Davidsonian
event semantics, these readers are referred to [8].
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(27)). This is due to the fact that the restrictor in the logical translation of such DPs
(in (26): the constant unicorn) is relativized to (themembers of the set that represents)
the internal situation (in (26): to each j in fc (λ j . . . .)). As a result of this restriction,
existential quantification over unicorns entails the existence-in-each- j of at least one
unicorn.

(27) imaginei (mary, fc (λ j∃x. unicornj (x)))

Things are different for depiction reports with embedded proper names: arguably,
depiction reports with names (e.g. (28)) can receive an analogous interpretation to
depiction reports with definite or indefinite DPs (see (29a)):

(28) Mary imagines [dpSparkle].

(29) a. imaginei (mary, fc (λ j∃x. Ej (x) ∧ x = sparkle))
≡ b. imaginei (mary, fc (λ j .Ej (sparkle)))

(30) imaginei (mary, fc (λ j∃x. x = sparkle))

However, if we were to drop the conjunct Ej (x) from (29a) (see (30)), the name’s
relativization to the internal situation would be lost: the non-relative variant of (29a),
i.e. (30), asserts the obtaining of the imagining relation betweenMary and the propo-
sition – situated w.r.t. Mary’s imagined situation in i – that assumes Sparkle’s exis-
tence in any situation (including non-members of the set that codesMary’s imagined
situation). But this does not capture the intuitive meaning of (28).

4.2 Compositional Hamlet Semantics

In Section 2.6, we have described Hamlet semantics as an ‘existential’ variant of
Quinean lexical decomposition-accounts that interprets DP-taking occurrences of
depiction verbs V as ‘V [cp[dp ] to exist (in the subject’s V’ed situation)]’ (see (20c)).
Our semantics for DP-taking occurrences of imagine captures this interpretation:

(31) JimagineKi = λQs((s(et))t)λze [imaginei (z, fc (λ j .Q j (λksλye . Ek (y))))]

This semantics interprets imagine as a function that ‘converts’ its quantifier-argument
(here: Q) into the situated proposition that, in all members of the set that represents
the subject’s imagined situation in i, Q is instantiated by the property of situation-
relative existence. The compositional interpretation of (1a) is given in (32) (see (26)):

(32) JMary imagines [dpa unicorn]Ki

≡ JimagineKi
(
JMaryK, Ja unicornK

)
= λQλz [imaginei (z, fc (λ j .Q j (λkλy. Ek (y))))](

mary, λlsλPs(et)∃x. unicornl (x) ∧ Pl (x)
)

≡ imaginei (mary, fc (λ j .
(
λP∃x. unicornj (x) ∧ Pj (x)

)
(λkλy. Ek (y))))

≡ imaginei (mary, fc (λ j∃x. unicornj (x) ∧ Ej (x)))
≡ imaginei (mary, fc (λ j∃x. unicornj (x)))
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With a minor tweak, the interpretation of imagine from (31) also enables the
interpretation of CP complements. This tweak uses the possibility of representing
(type-st) propositions p by intensional quantifiers λ jsλPs(et) [pj]. CP-taking occur-
rences of imagine are then interpreted as follows:

(33) Jimagine [cp p]Ki

= λQλz [imaginei (z, fc (λ j .Q j (λkλy. Ek (y))))]
(
λlsλPs(et). pl]

)
≡ λz [imaginei (z, fc (λ j .

(
λPs(et). pj

)
(λkλy. Ek (y))))]

≡ λz [imaginei (z, fc (λ j .pj ))]

Granted the interpretation of be (or exist) as situation-relative existence (see (34)),
(33) enables the compositional interpretation of (20b) (and of (1b/c)) as (1a) (see
(36)). This interpretation uses the intermediate step in (35):

(34) J(to) be thereK ≡ J(to) existK = λQ λ j . [Q j (λkλy.Ek (y))]

(35) Jthere being [dpa unicorn]K ≡ Jbe thereK(Ja unicornK)

= λQ λ j [Q j (λkλy.Ek (y))]
(
λlsλPs(et)∃x. unicornl (x) ∧ Pl (x)

)
≡ λ j [(λPs(et)∃x. unicornj (x) ∧ Pj (x))(λkλy.Ek (y))]
≡ λ j∃x. unicornj (x) ∧ Ej (x)
≡ λ j∃x. unicornj (x)

(36) JMary imagines [cpthere being [dpa unicorn]]Ki

≡ JimagineKi
(
JMaryK, Jbe thereK(Ja unicornK)

)
= λQλz [imaginei (z, fc (λ j .Q j (λkλy.Ek (y))))]

(
mary, λl∃x. unicornl (x)

)
≡ λQλz [imaginei (z, fc (λ j .Q j (λkλy.Ek (y))))](

mary, λlλP∃x. unicornl (x)
)

≡ imaginei (mary, fc (λ j . (λP∃x. unicornj (x))(λkλy. Ek (y))))
≡ imaginei (mary, fc (λ j∃x. unicornj (x)))
= JimagineKi

(
JMaryK, Ja unicornK

)
≡ JMary imagines [dpa unicorn]Ki

Note that (33) (cf. (31)) interprets imagine as a kind of context shifter (see [25,
57]; cf. [26, Sect. VII]). The latter is a displacing device on contexts that alters
the content of its embedded sentence. In our interpretation of imagine from (33),
this displacement shifts the external situation i (identified, for simplicity, with the
utterance context) to the set, fc (λ j . pj ), that codes the internal situation. We will
show the use of the interpretation of depiction verbs as context shifters in Section 5.2.

We close this section with a note on the available readings of depiction reports:
Above, we have focused on de dicto-readings of depiction reports, on which the
objectDP in these reports receives a non-specific interpretation. InHamlet semantics,
specific (de re-)readings of the object DPs in depiction reports can still be obtained
in the standard way, i.e. by letting the DP raise out of the scope of the depiction verb.
The de re-interpretation of (1a) is given in (37):
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(37) J[dpa unicorn] [λ1 [Mary imagines t1]]Ki

= λP (∃x)[unicorni (x) ∧ Pi (x)]
(
λ jλy. imaginej (mary, fc (λk .Ek (y)))

)
≡ (∃x)[unicorni (x) ∧ imaginei (mary, fc (λ j .Ej (x)))]

Zimmermann [62, pp. 160–161] has observed that, for depiction reports with a
strong quantificational object DP (e.g. (38)), de re-readings are, in fact, the only
available readings.

(38) Penny painted [dpevery penguin].

To capture Zimmermann’s observation, one could replace the interpretation of imag-
ine from (31) by the interpretation in (39). In the new interpretation, the quantifier
‘∃x’ restricts the DPs that are acceptable as non-specific objects of depiction verbs
to those that denote existential quantifiers (see [62, pp. 162–167]).

(39) JimagineKialternative interpretation
= λQλz [imaginei (z, fc (λ j∃x.Q j (λkλy. x = y ∧ Ek (y))))]

(39) excludes the de dicto-reading of (38), as desired (see the contradiction in (40),
where c? := (ιe)[painti (e)∧agenti (e) = penny]). At the same time, it still allows
for the de re-interpretation of (38) (which is obtained by quantifying-in, see (37))
and for the de re/de dicto-ambiguity of (1a).

(40) JPenny paints [dpevery penguin]Ki

= λQλz [painti (z, fc? (λ j∃ue.Q j (λkλy. u = y ∧ Ek (y))))](
penny, λlsλPs(et)∀x. penguinl (x) → Pl (x)

)
≡ painti (penny, fc? (λ j∃z. (λPs(et)∀x. penguinj (x) → Pj (x))

(λkλy. z = y ∧ Ek (y))))
≡ painti (penny, fc? (λ j .⊥))
≡ ⊥

However, since Hamlet ellipsis focuses on depiction reports with indefinite object
DPs, we here use the simpler interpretation of depiction verbs from (31). The reader
will see that all results from the subsequent sections can be equally achieved by using
the semantics for depiction verbs from (39).

4.3 Vivid vs. Non-Vivid Imagining

We have suggested in Section 3.1 that (1a) is only equivalent to (20b) (and to (1a–
c)), but not to (2). To account for the intuitive difference between (1a) and (2),
we assume that the complements of non-vivid depiction reports have a different
interpretation from the complements of vivid depiction reports. In particular, since
finitely complemented depiction reports fail most of the diagnostics for vividness
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from Section 3.1 (see (41), (42))18, we assumewith [59] that they assert the obtaining
of relations to isolated facts, rather than to full (i.e. informationally rich) situations.

(41) a. ??Mary vividly imagined [cpthat there was [dpa unicorn]].
b. ??Mary imagined [cpthat there was [dpa unicorn]] in vivid/lifelike detail.

(42) ??Mary imagined [how there was [dpa unicorn]].

We assume that the non-vivid interpretation of reports with finite clausal com-
plements is achieved through the interpretation of the complementizer that (see [36,
pp. 669, 676–678]; cf. [30, pp. 5–6]). This interpretation applies to sets of situations
to identify the informationally minimal members of these sets (see (43)). In (43), ≤
is a partial ordering on the set of situations that is induced by the informational
incompleteness of situations (see Sect. 3.2). Formulas of the form ‘ j ≤ k’ assert that
the situation k contains all information of the form ‘a Fs in w at t’ that is contained
in j, where a and F are an individual and a property or activity, respectively (see
[36, pp. 658–659]).

(43) JthatK = λpλ j [pj ∧ (∀k . (pk ∧ k ≤ j) → k = j)]

The adoption of (43) enables a uniform interpretation (as (31)) of the occurrences
of imagine in (1a)/(20b) and (2). The interpretation of (2) is given in (45). This inter-
pretation uses the interpretation of the CP that there is a unicorn from (44):

(44) Jthat there is [dpa unicorn]K
= λpλ j [pj ∧ (∀k . (pk ∧ k ≤ j) → k = j)]

(
λl∃x. unicornl (x)

)
≡ λ j∃x. unicornj (x) ∧ (∀k . ((∃y. unicornk (y)) ∧ k ≤ j) → k = j)

(45) JMary imagines [cpthat there is [dpa unicorn]]Ki

= λQλz [imaginei (z, fc (λ j .Q j (λkλy. Ek (y))))]
(
mary, λlλP∃x.

unicornl (x) ∧ (∀k ′. ((∃y′. unicornk′ (y′)) ∧ k ′ ≤ l) → k ′ = l)
)

≡ imaginei (mary, fc (λ j . (λP∃x.unicornj (x) ∧
(∀l . ((∃y′. unicornl (y′)) ∧ l ≤ j) → l = j))(λkλy. Ek (y))))

≡ imaginei (mary, fc (λ j∃x.unicornj (x) ∧
(∀k . ((∃y. unicornk (y)) ∧ k ≤ j) → k = j)))

(45) interprets imagine as a relation to a set of minimal situations in which there is
a unicorn.

Our interpretations of (20b) (see (36); copied in (46a)) and (2) (see (45); copied
in (46b)) capture the intuitive validity of the inference from (20b) (and, hence, from
(1a)) to (2) (see (46)). This validity is ensured by the principles in (46b) and (46c).
These principles capture the semantic inclusion of the complement of (2) in the com-
plement of (20b) (see (46b)) and the upward-monotonicity of the complement of
imagine (see (46c)):

18 The semantic deviance of (42) is due to the fact that states (incl. those introduced by be) do not
allow for manner modification (see [37]). I thank Sebastian Bücking for providing this reference.
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(46) a. JMary imagines [cpthere being [dpa unicorn]]Ki

= imaginei (mary, fc (λ j∃x. unicornj (x)))

b. (∀p)(∀c)
[

fc
(
λ j [pj ∧ (∀k . (pk ∧ k ≤ j) → k = j)]

)
≤ fc (p)

]
c. (∀ j)(∀z) [imaginei (z, j) → (∀k . k ≤ j → imaginei (z, k))]

⇒ d. JMary imagines [cpthat there is [dpa unicorn]]Ki

= imaginei (mary, fc (λ j∃x.unicornj (x) ∧
(∀k . ((∃y. unicornk (y)) ∧ k ≤ j) → k = j)))

The inference in the other direction (i.e. from (46d) to (46a)) is formally and intu-
itively invalid.

The attentive reader may have noted that, in Section 1, we have only given an
example of an imagination, but not of a painting report with a finite that-clause
complement. In fact, in contrast to same-structure imagination reports (see (2),
copied below), finite clausal complements in painting reports are grammatically odd
(see (47)):

(2) XMary imagines [cpthat there is [dpa unicorn]].
(47) ∗Penny paints [cpthat there is [dpa unicorn]].

The above suggests that – contrary to what is suggested by the established terminol-
ogy19 – ‘depiction verbs’ do not form a homogeneous class. In particular, as regards
the acceptance of finite clausal complements, the verbs visualize, plan, and conceive
pattern with imagine. The verbs sculpt, write (about), and draw pattern with paint.

We explain the different selectional behavior of imagine and paint with respect
to differences in the possible abstractness of the content of imagining and painting
events: while it is, in principle,20 possible to imagine a maximally abstract unicorn
(which does not exemplify any concrete properties), constraints on physical depiction
(incl. painting, drawing, and sculpting) block this possibility. These constraints
include the choice of color and stroke (for painting/drawing), of a particular shape
(for sculpting), and of the specific subject matter (for writing). In particular, the
composition of the isolated sentence There was a unicorn barely qualifies as ‘writing
about a unicorn’.

To capture the lower degree of abstractness of the content of pictures (vis-à-vis the
content of mental images), we assume that the function that selects a set of situations
in dependence on a particular painting event is undefined for sets of informationally
minimal situations (incl. the denotations of that-clauses). This undefinedness then
underlies the ungrammaticality of (47). We leave a more detailed description and
explanation of the selectional behavior of different subclasses of depiction verbs as
a topic for future work.

19 An exception to this is Larson [32, p. 232], who labels the discussed class verbs of depiction and
imagination.
20 We interpret the difficulty of this endeavor as support for the vivid interpretation of imagination
reports.
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5 Solving the Challenges

With our semantics for depiction reports in place, we are now ready to answer the
challenges from Section 2. We start by presenting those answers (i.e. our answers
to Challenges 2–4) that crucially use the situatedness of depiction complements in
Hamlet semantics.

5.1 Solving Challenge 2 (material inadequacy)

The interpretation of (1a) as (26) (see (48), below) enables a straightforward answer
to Forbes’ challenge from material inadequacy (see Sect. 2.2). In particular, in virtue
of this interpretation, Hamlet semantics does not demand that the complements of
depiction reports be interpreted with respect to the external situation i (i.e. (1a) need
not be interpreted as (13a), copied below). This is due to the non-factive nature
of imagine – in particular, to the observation that the world(s) that are associated
with (the situation represented by) fc (λ j∃x. unicornj (x)) may be different from the
world that is associated with the external situation i. As a result, acknowledging the
existence of unicorns (or other fictional objects) in fc (λ j∃x. unicornj (x)) does not
force a commitment to the existence of unicorns in i.

(13a) Mary imagined-in-i [cp[dpa unicorn] to be-in-i].

(48) JMary imagines [dpa unicorn]Ki

≡ JMary imagines [cp[dpa unicorn] to exist in her imagined situation]Ki

≡ JMary imagines-in-i [cp[dpa unicorn] to be-in-the situation
that Mary imagines in i ]K (see (13b))

= imaginei (mary, fc (λ j∃x. unicornj (x)))

Analogous observations hold for most depiction verbs, including paint and visualize,
but (typically) excluding portray (see [65, pp. 427–428]).21

The interpretation of depiction complements with respect to a contextually chosen
internal situation also solves Forbes’ challenge from negation: since Hamlet seman-
tics interprets (1a) as (13b) (see (48), above), it makes (1a) incompatible with (14b)
(see (49a)):

(49) a. JMary does not imagine [cp [dpa unicorn] to be/exist]Ki

21 The factivity of portray is supported by the intuitive semantic deviance of reports (e.g. (	), (�))
that report the portrayal-in-i of an individual that does not exist in i:

(	) ??Paul portrayed [dpa particular unicorn].

(�) ??Paul portrayed [dpSuperman] (from the theatrical release poster of Man of Steel).

For ideas about the treatment of such atypical, i.e., non-factive, uses of portray, the reader is referred
to our solution to the challenge from concealed iterated attitudes (see Sect. 5.2).
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≡ JnotK
(
JimagineKi

(
JMaryK, Ja unicorn to existK

))
= ¬ imaginei (mary, fc (λ j∃x. unicornj (x)))

≡ b. JnotK
(
JimagineKi

(
JMaryK, Ja unicornK

))
In particular, since it denies the existence of a Mary- and i-dependent imagined situ-
ation in which there is a unicorn (see (49a)), the negation of (1a), i.e. (14a), is equiv-
alent to the negation, i.e. (14b), of (1b) (see (49b)). This is exactly the prediction of
Parsons’ account.

5.2 Solving Challenge 3 (concealed iterated attitudes)

To answer Zimmermann’s challenge from concealed iterated attitudes (see Sect. 2.3),
we use a pragmatic analysis of (15a) as (50a) (or, equivalently, as (50b)):22

(50) a. Ferdinand painted [dpa/the angel [ppFROM JACOB’S DREAM]].
≡ b. Ferdinand painted [dpJACOB’S DREAM-angel].

This analysis is triggered by contextual cues and incongruities in Bol’s painting –
specifically, by the beam of light that surrounds the angel and by the fact that Jacob
and the depicted angel do not co-exist (at any time) in the same world. In particular,
the light beam seemingly ‘displaces’ the angel from the primary depicted situation
(in which Jacob is dreaming) into another situation (presumably, Jacob’s dream-
world). The light beam thus has a similar role to thought bubbles in a comic strip
(see [38, p. 7 ff.]).

The interpretation of the noun or adjective dream as a context shifter (in (51); see
Sect. 4.2) enables the interpretation of (50a) as (53). Below, c′ := (ιe)[paint@(e) ∧
agent@(e) = ferdinand] and c′′ := (ιe)[dream@(e) ∧ agent@(e) = jacob], where
@ is a variable for the external situation.

(51) J[dp [cn ]] from Jacob’s dreamK ≡ JJacob’s dream-[cn ]]K
= λQ λ jλP [ fc′′ (λk .Qk (λlλy. Pl (y)))( j)]

The interpretation in (53) uses the intermediate step in (52):

(52) Jan angel from Jacob’s dreamK ≡ JJacob’s dream-angelK
≡ Jfrom Jacob’s dreamK

(
Jan angelK

)
= λQ λ jλP [ fc′′ (λk .Qk (λlλy. Pl (y)))( j)]

(
λ j ′λP′∃x. angelj′ (x)∧P′j′ (x)

)
≡ λ jλP [ fc′′ (λk .

(
λP′∃x. angelk (x) ∧ P′

k
(x)
)
(λlλy. Pl (y)))( j)]

≡ λ jλP [ fc′′ (λk∃x. angelk (x) ∧ Pk (x))( j)]

22 Arguably, this analysis would equally serve to answer Challenge 3 for Hamlet ellipsis. (I thank
two anonymous referees for SCI-LACompLing2018 for pointing out this possibility.). A similar
point can, in fact, be made for Challenges 2 and 4. However, in contrast to (the suitably modified
variant of) Hamlet ellipsis, only Hamlet semantics solves Challenges 1 and 5.
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(53) JFerdinand paints [dpan angel [ppfrom Jacob’s dream]]Ki

≡ JFerdinand paints [dpJacob’s dream-angel]Ki

≡ JpaintKi
(
JFerdinandK, Jfrom Jacob’s dreamK(Jan angelK)

)
= λQ λz [painti (z, fc′ (λ j .Q j (λkλy. Ek (y))))](

ferdinand, λlλP [ fc′′ (λk ′∃x. angelk′ (x) ∧ Pk′ (x))(l)]
)

≡ painti (ferdinand, fc′ (λ j . [ fc′′ (λk∃x. angelk (x) ∧ Ek (x))( j)]))
≡ painti (ferdinand, fc′ (λ j . fc′′ (λk∃x. angelk (x))( j)))

The formula in the last line of (53) asserts the angel’s existence in (the set, fc′′ (λk
∃x. angelk (x)), that represents) Jacob’s dream-world. The report (15a) (qua (50a/b))
is thus equivalent to the grammatically slightly odd (15c) (copied in (54a)):

(54) a. Ferdinand painted [cp[dpan angel] to BE in Jacob’s dream-world].
≡ b. Ferdinand painted [cpthere BEING [dpan angel] in Jacob’s dream-world].

Notably, in virtue of the above, the depicted angel is neither an inhabitant of the
world (or situation) in which Jacob is dreaming (s.t. (15a) . (15b)) nor of the (real)
world in which Ferdinand is painting (see Challenge 2). This is in line with Zimmer-
mann’s intuition from [65, p. 435].23

We close this section with a remark on the relation between (50a) and (16a)
(copied in (55a)) or (55b):

(55) a. Ferdinand painted [cpJacob dreaming of [dpan angel]].
≡ b. Ferdinand painted [cpJacob dreaming of [cpthere being [dpan angel]]].

Intuitively, (50a) and (55a) are only related by unidirectional entailment (i.e. (55a)⇒
(50a), but (50a); (55a)). In particular, it seems possible for Ferdinand to paint Ja-
cob’s dream-angel without painting Jacob dreaming of this angel. We explain this
intuition through the different interpretations of (50a) (see (53)) and (55a) (in (57)).
The interpretation in (57) uses the semantics of dream in (56):

(56) Jdream [ppof [dp ]]K = λQλzλ j [dreamj (z, fc′′ (λk .Qk (λlλy. El (y))))]

(57) JFerdinand paints [cpJacob dreaming of [dpan angel]]Ki

≡ JpaintKi
(
JFerdinandK, Jdream ofK

(
JJacobK, Jan angelK

))
= λQλz [painti (z, fc′ (λ j .Q j (λ j ′λy. Ej′ (y))))](

ferdinand, λkλP. dreamk (jacob, fc′′ (λl∃x. angell (x)))
)

≡ painti (ferdinand, fc′ (λ j . (λP. dreamj (jacob, fc′′ (λl∃x. angell (x))))
(λ j ′λy. Ej′ (y))))

≡ painti (ferdinand, fc′ (λ j . dreamj (jacob, fc′′ (λk∃x. angelk (x)))))

23 Thus, Zimmermann [65, p. 435] writes, “for [(17b)] to be true, the picture would not need to
imply that there be a real angel – a dream angel would be enough; and obviously the dream angel
also suffices to make the sentence [(15a)] true, which would thus be aptly captured by [(17b)].”
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In contrast to (53), (57) additionally demands that Jacob is dreaming in Ferdinand’s
depicted situation. As a result of this extra demand, the situation that is represented
by fc′ (λ j . dreamj (jacob, fc′′ (λk∃x. angelk (x)))) contains the situation that is rep-
resented by fc′ (λ j . fc′′ (λk∃x. angelk (x))( j)) as a proper part. The set-theoretic
inclusion of the second argument of the occurrence of paint from (57) in the second
argument of the occurrence of paint from (53) then explains the unidirectionality of
the above entailment.

5.3 Solving Challenge 4 (disabled inferences)

The above already captures the intuitive entailment relation between (16a) and the
pragmatic version, (50a/b), of (15a) (see Sect. 2.4). To capture the entailment between
(16a) and the pre-pragmatic version of (15a) (which is not analyzed as (50a)), we
supplement our interpretation of depiction verbs from (31) with an agent-sensitive
interpretation of the object DP of these verbs. This interpretation is inspired by the
interpretation of the DP Jacob’s dream-angel in (53) (see (51)) and by the possibility
of further reducing the information about the identity of the cognitive agent (in (53):
Jacob) and the agent’s particular cognitive access to the DP’s referent (in (53):
dreaming) in this interpretation. This possibility suggests the interpretation of (15a)
as (58) (in (59)). In this interpretation, the event-parameter of f is generalized to all
events that happen (or are located) in the depicted situation, i.e. to (ηe)[happenj (e)].

(58) Ferdinand painted [dpsomeone’s somehow conceived angel].
(59) painti (ferdinand, fc′ (λ j . f (ηe)[happen j (e)](λk∃x. angelk (x))( j)))

The interpretation in (59) integrates some (relevant) agent’s perspective on the
depicted angel into the semantics of the depiction report. This integration may
proceed either through the semantics of the DP an angel (see (60a)) or through the
semantics of the verb paint (see (60b)):

(60) a. Jan angelK ≡ Jsomeone’s somehow conceived angelK
= λ jλP [ f (ηe)[happen j (e)](λk∃x. angelk (x) ∧ Pk (x))( j)]

b. Jpaint [dp [cn ]]Ki ≡ Jpaint someone’s somehow conceived [cn ]Ki

= λQ λz [painti (z, fc′ (λ j . f (ηe)[happen j (e)](λk .Qk (λlλy. El (y)))( j)))]

We leave the choice between these two alternatives to the reader.
The interpretation of (15a) (i.e. Ferdinand painted an angel) as (59) validates

the inference in (16), as desired. This is due to the fact that the second argument of
the occurrence of paint in (59) (see (61b)) is semantically included in the second
argument of the occurrence of paint in the last line of (57) (see (61a)).

(61) a. fc′ (λ j . dreamj (jacob, fc′′ (λk∃x. angelk (x)))( j))
≡ fc′ (λ j . dreamj (jacob,

f (ιe)[dream@ (e)∧agent@ (e)=jacob ](λk∃x. angelk (x)))( j))
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b. fc′ (λ j . f (ηe)[happen j (e)](λk∃x. angelk (x))( j))

Admittedly, the adoption of (59) as a universal interpretation strategy for depic-
tion reports may look like somewhat of an overshoot. However, an interpretation
like (59) proves fruitful even for simpler reports like (24): in contrast to the ‘stan-
dard’ Hamlet-interpretation of this report (see (62a)), this interpretation (in (62b))
captures the potential difference between the depicted situation (for (24): the situ-
ation represented by fc (λ j∃x. tankj (x))) and the real-world situation (represented
by f (ηe)[happen j (e)](λk∃x. tankk (x))) that contains the depicted tank.

(62) JYekaterina paints [dpa tank]Ki

a. painti (yekaterina, fc (λ j∃x. tankj (x)))
b. painti (yekaterina, fc (λ j . f (ηe)[happen j (e)](λk∃x. tankk (x))( j))

The difference between these two kinds of situations enables us to account for fictio-
nal depictions that integrate real-world elements (e.g., for (3a): Penny’s depicting an
imaginary situation in which the real-world penguin Pebbles – as observed by her at
a specific location and point in time – soars above Summerland Beach like an eagle).

This completes our presentation of answers for challenges that use the situatedness
of depiction complements. We next turn to answers that use other aspects of the
interpretation of depiction complements in Hamlet semantics, i.e. the informational
incompleteness of situations (Challenge 5) and the interpretation of object DPs as
intensional generalized quantifiers (Challenge 1).

5.4 Solving Challenge 5 (unwarranted inferences)

In Section 3.2, we have identified situations with informationally incomplete world-
parts that may only contain one – but not the other – of two necessarily co-existing
objects or facts. This identification holds an easy answer to Zimmermann’s challenge
fromunwarranted inferences (see Sect. 2.5). In particular, since it allows for imagined
situations that contain live unicorns without (also) containing unicorn hearts (see
(63b)), Hamlet semantics blocks counterintuitive entailments like (19) (see (63)).
Our interpretation of (19a) and (19c) is given in (63a) respectively in (63c):

(63) a. JMary imagines [a live unicorn (to be)]Ki

= imaginei (mary, fc (λ j∃x. unicornj (x) ∧ is-alivej (x)))
b. (∃ls)

[
fc (λ j∃x. unicornj (x) ∧ is-alivej (x))(l) ∧

¬ fc (λk∃x. unicorn-heartk (x))(l)
]

; c. JMary imagines [a unicorn heart (to be)]Ki

= imaginei (mary, fc (λ j∃x. unicorn-heartj (x)))
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5.5 Solving Challenge 1 (unattested readings)

We have shown in Section 4.2 that Hamlet semantics interprets the object DPs in
depiction reports in the classical type of DPs. As a result, there is no elided infinitive
to be (there) in (9) (copied, for convenience, below) that can be modified by the
temporal adverbial yesterday. The impossibility of modifying this infinitive explains
the unavailability of the low-scope reading of the temporal modifier in (9) (see (10b))
and excludes the ambiguity of (9) between (10a) and (10b).

(9) Mary imagined [dpa unicorn] yesterday.
(10) a. Mary’s imagining of a unicorn occurred yesterday

b. Mary imagined yesterday’s existence of a unicorn

The unavailability of (10b) as a reading of (9) is further supported by the difficulty
of finding a suitable interpretation for this reading. This is due to the requirement that
yesterday in (10b)must be interpretedwith respect to the utterance context of (9) (here
identified, for simplicity, with the external situation i) (see [57, pp. 63–66]). However,
the obvious interpretation of (10b) that respects this requirement (see (64a)) fails to
capture the unicorn’s property of existing yesterday. The obvious alternative to this
interpretation, which violates this requirement (see (64b)), inadequately attributes
the property of existing a day ago to Mary’s imagined unicorn. Since this alternative
allows for the possibility that the unicorn has passed away in themeantime, (64b)may
be used to formalize the report Mary imagined a dead/recently deceased unicorn.
But this is clearly not the intended interpretation of (64).

(64) JMary imagined [dpthe existence yesterday of a unicorn]Ki

≡ JMary imagined [cp[dpa unicorn] to exist-yesterday]Ki

≡ JimagineKi
(
JMaryK, Jexist-yesterdayK(Ja unicornK)

)
, a. imaginei (mary, fc (λ j∃x. unicornj (x) ∧ Ei−1 day(x)))

= JMary imagined a unicorn (this unicorn still existed yesterday)Ki

, b. imaginei (mary, fc (λ j∃x. unicornj (x) ∧ Ej−1 day(x)))
= JMary imagined a unicorn that existed the day before the point in

time of Mary’s imagined situationKi
?
= c. imaginei (mary, fc (λ j . t j = ti − 1 day ∧ (∃x. unicornj (x) ∧ Ej (x))))

= JMary imagined a unicorn as one would have been yesterdayKi

The formula in (64c) seems closer to the intuitive meaning of (10b): this formula
asserts the obtaining-in-i of the imagining relation betweenMary and the proposition
that is situated w.r.t. Mary’s imagined situation in which there is a unicorn, where
this situation is temporally located at the day before the time of i (i.e. t j = ti −1 day).

(64c) suggests that, in low-scope readings of the temporal modifier in depiction
reports (see (10b), (12)), the modifier specifies the time of the internal situation.
According to this suggestion, (10b) and (12) are both interpreted as (64c). The
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preference to express this reading with (12) for ‘objectual’ depiction reports (here:
(9)) and with (10b) for propositional depiction reports (here: (10)) can be explained
with reference to the fact that temporal modifiers typically adjoin to larger-than-DP
constituents. The interpretation of yesterday that gives rise to (64c) is given below:

(65) a. J[dp ] yesterdayK = λQλ jλP [Q j (λkλy. tk = t@ − 1 day ∧ Pk (y))]
b. J[vp ] yesterdayK
= λP (s((s(et))t))tλQ [P (λkλP. tk = t@ − 1 day ∧ Qk (P))]

In particular, (65a) and (65b) enable the interpretation of the modifier narrow-
scope reading of (9) and (10) as follows:

(66) a. JMary imagined [[dpa unicorn] yesterday]Ki

≡ JimagineKi
(
JMaryK, JyesterdayK

(
Ja unicornK

))
= λQλz [imaginei (z, fc (λ j .Q j (λkλy. Ek (y))))](

mary, λlλP [tl = ti − 1 day ∧ (∃x. unicornl (x) ∧ Pl (x))]
)

≡ imaginei (mary, fc (λ j .
(
λP [t j = ti − 1 day∧

(∃x. unicornj (x) ∧ Pj (x))]
)
(λkλy. Ek (y))))

≡ imaginei (mary, fc (λ j . t j = ti − 1 day ∧ (∃x. unicornj (x) ∧ Ej (x))))

≡ b. JMary imagined [cp[dpa unicorn] [[to be] yesterday]]Ki

≡ JimagineKi
(
JMaryK,

(
JyesterdayK(Jto beK)

) (
Ja unicornK

))
= λQλz [imaginei (z, fc (λ j .Q j (λ j ′λy. Ej′ (y))))](

mary, λk . tk = t@ − 1 day ∧ (∃x. unicornk (x) ∧ Ek (x))
)

≡ imaginei (mary, fc (λ j . t j = t@−1 day∧ (∃x. unicornj (x)∧Ej (x))))

6 Conclusion

In this paper, we have provided a variant of Parsons’ propositional(ist) account of
depiction reports, i.e.Hamlet semantics, that answers the familiar challenges for this
account. This is achieved by adopting a uniform variant of Quine’s lexical decompo-
sition-account of objectual attitude verbs that interprets all DP-taking occurrences
of depiction verbs V as ‘V [cpthere being [dp ] (in the subject’s V’ed situation)]’
or, equivalently, as ‘V [cp [dp ] to exist (in this situation)]’. Our interpretation of
depiction complements as existential situated propositions answers all challenges
for Parsons’ account.

Hamlet semantics shows that – contrary to the received view (see [17, 21, 62,
65]) – the complements of depiction verbs do not constitute evidence against a
propositional(ist) analysis of attitude complements. Furthermore, it opens up the
possibility for a propositional analysis of the complements of other objectual attitude
verbs (e.g.want, owe; see (i), below) and for the analysis of semantic DP/CP relations
(see (ii)):

(i) Schwarz [55, pp. 271–275] has shown that the complements ofwant- and need-
constructions that resist an analysis through the implicit predicate HAVE (e.g. (67))
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can be analyzed through the use of the existential closure operator ∃ (see (67a)). This
operator applies to an object DP to assert the existence of the DP’s referent in the
subject’s relevant attitudinal alternatives (in (67a): the set of John’s need-alternatives
in i, Needjohn, i).

(67) John needs [dpa marathon]. (said by John’s coach)
. #John needs [cpfor [tppro to HAVE [dpa marathon]]].

a. John needs [∃ [dpa marathon]].
= 1⇔ (∀ j)[Needjohn, i ( j) → (∃x)[marathonj (x)]]

b. John needs [cpthere to be [dpa marathon]].
 needi (john, fc (λ j∃x.marathonj (x)))

Our interpretation of (67) (in (67b), where c := (ιe)[need@(e) ∧ agent@(e) =
john]) captures the core of Schwarz’ analysis. We leave the further development of
Hamlet semantics for the above constructions (in particular, the adaptation of this
semantics to capture these constructions’ obligatory de se-interpretation) as a project
for future work.

(ii) The uniform interpretation of depiction complements as propositions also
facilitates the semantic treatment of DP/CP coordinations in such complements (see
(68); cf. [54, 4]) and captures semantic inclusion relations between DPs and CPs in
these complements (e.g. the semantic inclusion, in all contexts, of the complement
of the occurrence of imagine from (69a) in the complement of the occurrence of
imagine from (69b); cf. [58, 36, 22]). The associated inference (in (70)) shares key
aspects of the inference from (55a) to (50a).

(68) JMary imagined [[dpa unicorn] and [cpthat John was petting it]]Ki

≡ JimagineKi
(
JMaryK, JandK

(
Ja unicornK, JthatK

(
JJohn pets a unicornK

)))
(69) a. Mary imagined [dpa unicorn].

b. Mary imagined [cpJohn petting [dpa unicorn]].

(70) a. JMary imagines [cpJohn petting [dpa unicorn]]Ki

= imaginei (mary, fc (λ j∃x. unicornj (x) ∧ petj (john, x)))
b. (∀p)(∀q) [(∀ j . p( j) → q( j)) → (∀c. fc (q) ≤ fc (p))]
c. (∀ j)(∀z) [imaginei (z, j) → (∀k . k ≤ j → imaginei (z, k))] (cf. (46c))

⇒ d. JMary imagines [dpa unicorn]Ki

= imaginei (mary, fc (λ j∃x. unicornj (x)))

The semantic treatment of (68) and (69) poses a challenge for existing semantics
for depiction reports, which assume different lexical entries for DP- and CP-taking
occurrences of depiction verbs (see [18]; cf. [62, 63]) and/or for vivid and non-
vivid occurrences of these verbs (see [59]). We leave the further investigation and
modelling of the above constructions as a future project.
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